World

Britain to cede Hong Kong — Great Britain agreed Wednesday to transfer sovereignty over Hong Kong to the People's Republic of China in 1997, when Great Britain's 1941-1997 lease expires. The joint declaration has been under negotiation for two years.

Nation

Air Force Academy dishonors — Evidence of widespread cheating on a senior-class physics test has caused the Air Force to suspend cadet-run honors societies. Nineteen seniors were suspended in the academy's worst cheating scandal in twenty years.

SAT scores rise — The average scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test rose four points last year. Verbal scores jumped an increase of one point, from 426 to 427, while mathematics scores rose three points from 432 to 435. This is the largest jump since average SAT scores began to decline in 1965.

Local

Proposes student tax — Mayor Raymond L. Flynn is considering submitting a $138 million housing package to the state legislature that may include a tax on college students that could raise $9 million. The student tax would amount to $75 per student annually.

Weather

Weekend no fall guy — Weather today with pleasant highs of 68 to 72. Clear and chilly tonight with lows between 42 and 48. Saturday morning fog should burn off to a lovely day with highs between 70 and 74.

Sports

Tigers clinch AL East — Detroit Randy O'Neal fired a four-hitter, shutting out the Milwaukee Brewers 7-0. The Tigers are three games ahead of the Eastern Division crown for the Detriot Tigers Tuesday. The Tigers are the first team since the 880 Tigers, and the third in history, to lead the race from the first day of the season to the last.

DO IT ON YOUR APPLE

EZQ
differential equation solver

Do your transcendents decay? Is your solution stable? Is your controller optimal? Can your filter attenuate?

The answers to these and other interesting questions can be obtained from Acme software. For $59.95 plus $3.00 per box, call 1-800-800-2246, ext. 129.

Solve linear and nonlinear differential, difference and Taylor equations on your 64K Apple II+ or IIe with 1 disk.
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